License Agreement
This agreement is concluded between the buyer of a ticket file, who is
identified by his or her email address (referred to as 'buyer' in the following),
and
Thomas Heckmann
Habichtstr. 38
90766 Fürth
Germany
as operator of the website http://www.audio4video.de (referred to as seller in
the following). The seller commits to this agreement by his offering on the
website, the buyer by buying and before marking the agreement check box on
the website.

Subject of the Agreement
The seller is proprietor of the music (audio clips), which he offers on his
website for download. The buyer purchases a ticket file, that allows him or her
to download a predefined number of audio clips on to his computer and store
them there. By doing so, the buyer acquires a private and commercial right of
usage of these audio clips downloaded via the ticket file, in return for paying
the price set on the website. The buyer may use the audio clips in private or
commercial productions, as long as he acknowledges the authorship of the
seller and does not pass on the unmodified audio clips to third parties. If the
buyer has modified the clips (e.g. by using them as background music in slide
or video shows), it is of course allowed to pass them on. Using the clips
according to this license agreement is payed by the price, i.e. the seller will not
claim any further fees for the usage.

Right of Withdrawal
By German law, the buyer has a right of withdrawal. To claim fulfillment, the
buyer can send the unused ticket file by email to the seller
(admin@audio4video.de) within 31 days after purchase. In return, the seller
will refund the price by transferring it back to the account from where it was
payed. If the buyer uses the ticket file within the 31 days, he renounces his
right of withdrawal.

Validity of the Ticket File
The ticket file remains valid as long as the seller offers audio clips on his
website, but at least 3 months after purchase. If the seller cancels his offer, he
will publish this cancelation 3 months in advance on his website. During this
time, the buyer can use his ticket file for further downloads or return it for
refund by email to the seller (admin@audio4video.de). In this case the seller
will refund the price of the unused tickets.

Privacy
The buyer is known to the sender only via his or her emails address. The seller
commits to store this email address only for processing the purchase and that
he will not disclose this email address to third parties.

Other
If some single determinations of this agreement should be invalid because of
higher regulations, the rest of the determinations remain valid. Buyer and
seller agree furthermore to conclude determinations by mutual consent if they
are missing in this agreement. This agreement is sent to the buyer together
with the ticket file per email. For every purchase the version of the agreement
is valid, that is sent in that email.

